Abstract-This paper presents three novel hybrid optimization algorithms based on bacterial foraging and spiral dynamics algorithms and their application to modelling of flexible maneuvering systems. Hybrid bacteria-chemotaxis spiraldynamics algorithm is a combination of chemotaxis strategy in bacterial foraging algorithm and linear adaptive spiral dynamics algorithm. Chemotactic behaviour of bacteria is a good strategy for fast exploration if large value of step size is defined in the motion. However, this results in oscillation in the search process and bacteria cannot reach optimum fitness accuracy in the final solution. On the contrary, spiral dynamics provides good exploitation strategy due to its dynamic step size. However, it suffers from getting trapped at local optima due to poor exploration in the diversification phase. Employing the chemotaxis and spiral dynamics strategies at the initial and final stages respectively will thus balance the exploration and exploitation. Hybrid spiral-bacterial foraging algorithm and hybrid chemotaxis-spiral algorithm, on the other hand are developed based on adaptation of spiral dynamics model into chemotaxis phase of bacterial foraging with the aim to guide bacteria movement globally. The proposed algorithms are used to optimize parameters of a linear parametric model of a flexible robot manipulator system. The performances of the proposed hybrid algorithms are presented in comparison to their predecessor algorithms in terms of fitness accuracy, time-domain and frequency-domain responses of the models. The results show that the proposed algorithms achieve better performance.
INTRODUCTION
Bio-inspired and nature-inspired optimization algorithms are increasingly gaining attention in today's research due to their successful applications in numerous areas. Bacterial foraging algorithm (BFA) [1] is an example of well-known bio-inspired algorithm while spiral dynamics algorithm (SDA) [2] is a newly developed algorithm inspired from natural phenomena.
The chemotactic behaviour of bacteria is the most distinctive feature of BFA. It provides very good exploration of search space through random tumble and swim action throughout the whole search operation if a large value of step size is defined. However, this ends up with fluctuation in the search and less accurate solution at the end of the search process where the bacteria cannot reach the optimum point. Moreover, defining large value of step size does not provide fast enough speed of convergence of the algorithm due to its complexity. This also leads to very long computation time to complete one cycle of search operation, which is not a good option to apply in a real time application and for very complex problems. On the contrary, setting a small value of step size for the bacteria movement provides better exploitation strategy where more accurate solution can be acquired. Nevertheless, the convergence speed becomes slower and more computation time is needed to complete the whole search process.
The SDA on the other hand is a simple algorithm, which is offering fast convergence speed to optimum point and less computation time to finish one operation. The unique spiral motion with dynamic step size in the diversification and intensification phase, resolve the oscillation problem which indicates that it is able to reach a point in the search space. However, this algorithm suffers from getting trapped into local optima especially when dealing with higher dimension problems. This is due to inefficient exploration strategy in the diversification phase. Moreover, the constant spiral radius and angular displacement in the spiral model constantly vary the step size. Consequently, each point will have similar trajectory throughout the search process, which results in limited movement within the search area. Since the introduction of BFA and SDA, many efforts have been made to improve the performance of both algorithms either in terms of convergence speed or fitness accuracy. Two of the common approaches used by researchers are through introduction of adaptive strategy into the algorithm and synergizing with other metaheuristic optimization algorithms.
[3] developed adaptive versions of BFA where bacteria step size is determined based on fitness value using probability functions and fuzzy logic approach. The strategy resulted in faster convergence speed and fitness accuracy. [4] proposed a nonlinear decreasing dynamics function based on bacteria lifetime in solving the economic dispatch problem. A thorough analysis on adaptive scheme based on mathematical function was done by [5] . The analysis shows that application of simple mathematical formulation can expedite speed of convergence for BFA. On the other hand, combining two or more optimization algorithms is the alternative approach to improve BFA performance. [6] proposed a hybrid scheme based on particle swarm optimization and chemotaxis strategy of BFA where the algorithm was used to optimized PID controller of a nonlinear system. [7] synergized Tabu search and BFA for extracting motifs of DNA sequences. [8] developed a hybrid biological immune algorithm and bacterial foraging to optimize PI controller for an induction motor. All the modified versions of BFA mention above have successfully improved the performance of BFA in terms of convergence speed and fitness accuracy.
The spiral dynamics algorithm is relatively new, therefore, very few developments and applications of the algorithm are found in literature. [9] developed a hybrid version namely HSDBC combining a chemotactic behaviour of bacteria into spiral dynamics algorithm. The strategy resulted in faster convergence speed as well as better fitness accuracy. However, the algorithm potentially suffers from getting trapped into local optima. The authors then continued their work by introducing HSDBF, which is the adaptation of spiral model into chemotaxis strategy [10] . Instead of random motion, the tumble and swim of the bacteria were made in a spiral form and then followed by HSDBC algorithm. The strategy keeps the exploration and exploitation in the algorithm balanced. Both of the hybrid algorithms were tested with standard benchmark functions as well as PD controller optimization for a flexible manipulator system. In another work, the authors proposed adaptive spiral dynamics algorithms (ASDAs), which is the adaptation of probability functions and fuzzy logic scheme into spiral model [11] . In the approach, unlike SDA, the spiral radius of spiral model was defined within a specified range [r min , r max ] to ensure each search point uses different radius throughout the search process. The utilization of the functions into the algorithm resulted in faster convergence speed and better accuracy. However, the algorithm may potentially suffer from getting trapped at local optima.
In this work, three hybrid approaches, namely hybrid bacteria chemotaxis-spiral dynamic (HBCSD), hybrid spiralbacteria foraging algorithm (HSBFA) and hybrid chemotaxisspiral algorithm (HCSA), which synergize SDA and BFA algorithms are proposed. In HBCSD, chemotactic behaviours of bacteria through randomly tumble and swim actions in the BFA is made hybrid with linearly adaptive spiral dynamics algorithm. On the other hand, for HSBFA and HCSA, the spiral dynamics model is incorporated into adaptive BFA to improve the bacteria position in the search area. This combination retains the advantages and strengths possessed by its predecessor algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections II, III and IV provide details of the proposed HBCSD, HSBFA and HCSA algorithms respectively. Validation of the proposed algorithm in comparison to its predecessor algorithms in optimizing ARX model parameters for a flexible manipulator system is presented in section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. HYBRID BACTERIA-CHEMOTAXIS SPIRAL-DYNAMICS ALGORITHM
In the proposed HBCSD algorithm, chemotaxis strategy through random tumble and swim actions is employed at the initial phase while the linearly adaptive spiral dynamics algorithm is utilized towards the end of the search operation. In order to balance between exploration and exploitation in the search operation, chemotaxis strategy is designed such that it can represent exploration behaviour. This is done by adopting a large value of step size in the bacteria motion. Moreover, it can ensure the bacteria can cover the search area thoroughly during the exploration stage with higher convergence speed towards optimum point. Selection of suitable value of step size, C and chemotaxis number, N c is crucial in this stage since too big step size value causes the bacteria not reaching a good point in the search space. Therefore, the N c and C must be defined such that to provide the bacteria enough lifetimes with proper step size to search the optimum fitness during exploration stage. The final locations of bacteria in this stage, which are the optimum points during exploration are then stored and considered as the initial locations of search points in the exploitation stage. In HBCSD, to simplify the algorithm and to ensure faster computation time for the search operation, the reproduction, elimination and dispersal events are excluded. Moreover, the events are replaced by more efficient exploitation strategy, which complements the exploration part. Through linearly adaptive SDA, the exploitation part then takes place in the algorithm to complete the search operation. Since the initial points in the exploitation stage are the optimum locations found in the exploration phase, the next search interest is mainly on the remote area in which the locations cannot be reached by bacteria during exploration part. The unique property of spiral model helps the algorithm to find optimum point in remote location with faster speed of convergence. It provides dynamic step size in the motion, whereby the algorithm searches wider space with big step size in the diversification phase and it continuously converges with smaller step size in the intensification phase. Application of linear-adaptive mathematical equation establishing the relationship between spiral radius and fitness value into spiral model expedites the search operation and provides higher accuracy. The mathematical formulation for the relationship is defined as: 
is absolute fitness value of a particular point. u r and l r are maximum radius and minimum radius of spiral path trajectory for a particular point respectively.
The parameters and description of the proposed HBCSD algorithm are presented in Table I . The full description of HBCSD algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . Notice that, the algorithm can be divided into exploration and exploitation parts, placed at the initial and at the end of algorithm respectively. In step 1 of exploitation part, the initial locations of search points are inherited from the optimal locations found at the end of chemotaxis phase in the exploration part. Moreover, the linearly adaptive relationships are employed in step 2. 
Part 1: Exploration
Step 0: Preparation Select the number of problem dimensions, p, the number of bacteria, S, the number of chemotaxis, c N , the value of step size, C.
Step 1: Initialization
Randomly set initial location of bacteria
in the feasible region.
Step 2: Applying bacteria chemotaxis (i) Bacteria tumble Update i P , move bacteria one step ahead. , and return to step 2(i).
, and return to step 2(i).
(c) Update i P , move bacteria one step ahead.
Part 2: Exploitation
Step 0: Preparation Set the number of search points S m = , select parameters
, and maximum iteration number,
Step 1: Initialization Set the optimum locations found in the last chemotaxis cycle as initial
Step 2:
where spiral radius, r can be replaced by la r as shown in equation(1).
Step 3: Updating x
Step 4: Checking termination criterion If max k k = then terminate. Otherwise set 1 + = k k , and return to step 2. Fig. 1 . Hybrid bacteria-chemotaxis spiral-dynamics algorithm.
III. HYBRID SPIRAL-BACTERIA FORAGING ALGORITHM
In the proposed HSBFA, spiral dynamics model is employed into adaptive BFA to improve the position of bacteria in the search space. The flowchart of the proposed HSBFA is depicted in Fig. 2 . It is noted that after the initialization of the bacteria position and other variables, the fitnesses of bacteria are computed to determine the best bacterium. Then, the best bacterium found during the initialization stage is presented as x * or as a centre point of spiral model. This is to enable the bacteria move in a spiral form and guided by the best bacterium towards the global best position over the entire space. The spiral dynamics model is utilized within chemotaxis phase of BFA. After completing the tumble and swim actions, each bacterium is directed towards the global best position spirally. Then, before starting a new reproduction phase, the fitnesses of bacteria are computed again to identify the best bacterium and it will be used as * x in the next chemotaxis phase. This process is continuously repeated until the end of the algorithm. Through this approach, the bacteria are guided based on the local best position found by each bacterium in the chemotactic strategy as well as global best position in the spiral dynamics model. Moreover, to improve the performance of the algorithm further, the constant step size of bacteria is varied adaptively. A mathematical formulation, which establishes a relationship for bacteria step size based on combination of fitness, iteration index and bacteria index is employed. The adaptive formulation used in HSBFA is defined as: 
IV. HYBRID CHEMOTAXIS -SPIRAL ALGORITHM
The proposed HCSA is a simplified version of HSBFA. The reproduction, elimination and dispersal events are excluded from the algorithm since the incorporation of spiral model into the adaptive chemotaxis of bacteria balances the local exploitation and global exploration. The idea of this configuration is to reduce the algorithm complexity which also reduces the total computing time for the whole search operation and to expedite the algorithm convergence speed. Moreover, in HCSA, the elitism strategy is employed to preserve the best bacteria throughout the search operation. The flowchart for the HCSA is depicted in Fig. 3 . The terminology for the parameters used in HCSA is similar to HSBFA. 
V. APPLICATION TO LINEAR PARAMETRIC MODELLING
The flexible manipulator system is a single-input multioutput system. From a control point of view, the hub-angle and end-point acceleration are the outputs of interest. This subsection deals with the application of the proposed algorithm in comparison to its predecessor algorithms in optimizing ARX parameters for end-point acceleration of the flexible manipulator system. A single link flexible manipulator is used in this study [12] .
In this work, an eight-order ARX structure is considered for end-point acceleration model. The ARX model can be represented in discrete transfer function form as: ( ) The number of search points and number of bacteria were defined as 50 for SDA, BFA and the proposed hybrid algorithms. 1000 iterations were considered for SDA, HBCSD and HCSA. However, for BFA and HSBFA, the optimization parameters were initialized as 4 = 
were defined for HCSA. plot showing the best fitness value achieved versus the iteration number, end-point acceler estimated model and its corresponding error 4 in comparison to SDA and BFA. Notice phase of the search operation, SDA, HS showed faster convergence. However, aft SDA slowly converged and trapped into solution while the proposed HSBFA and HC kept on exploring better locations. On the and BFA started with slower convergence. SDA, after 600 iterations, the proposed H continuously accelerated searching for optim managed to escape from getting trapped in point. Note that the HBCSD graph intercept and HSBFA graphs at iteration 631, 699 and However, at iteration 1343, the HSBFA grap accuracy of 22. The best fitness accurac achieved by HSBFA at iteration 3198 and t than those of the other two algorithms. Over fastest convergence speed resulting in the starting from iteration 200 until iteration 100 error, it is noted that HSBFA had the sm compared to the other algorithms. The endresponse for estimated model, its corresp power spectral density in the validation phase SDA and BFA are depicted in Fig. 5 It is noted that HSBFA had the sma indicates higher accuracy compared to the Notice that, all the end-point acceleratio overlapped with the actual graph, which con from experimental rig. Their correspondin density plots show that the first, second frequencies of vibration for all algorithms w Hz, 39.06 Hz and 66.41 Hz respectively. The of the performance for all algorithms under s Table II. Note that the total simulation tim was reduced more than four times compare other hand, SDA had the shortest simulation the worst fitness accuracy while HSBFA simulation time but it achieved the best fitn HCSA had second best accuracy among the study after HSBFA and it had better c compared to HSBFA and BFA. VI. CO Three novel hybrid algo HBCSD has been develope behaviour of bacteria and natur which represent the explor respectively. On the other hand developed based on incorpora into chemotaxis phase of adap both techniques balances the ex of the algorithm, and thus p strategy. Besides, to reduce t expedite the convergence spee and dispersal phases have been the SDA and BFA, these m algorithms not to get trapped i computation time for HBCSD whole operation is reduced si HCSA and HSBFA have show and highest fitness accuracy r the algorithms to predict a h shown that the proposed algor predecessor algorithms in convergence speed, time-dom responses of the estimated m proposed algorithms to other parametric modelling with high of controller parameters fo investigated in future studies. 
